IoT Based Ticket Checking System
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Abstract: Internet of things. The term Internet of Things was used by Kevin Ashton in 1999. IOT is like a vehicle used to as a “Smart Devices” and other items like Electronics, softwares.IOT words was Invented from a two words “Internet ”and “Things”. Internet is a vast network. The Internet is the global system interconnected computer networks that use the protocol to link devices. Internet is used in daily life to communicate, search information etc. things means important information or devices. In recent days a population is gained day by a day and smart cities have gained popularity. In this paper we present a “IOT BASED TICKET CHECKING SYSTEM”. This system is consist of an IOT module that is used to check the tickets of passenger in trains. This system describes the whole architecture of a train system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IOT is basically used to connect the several devices. IOT words was Invented from a two words “Internet” and “Things”. Internet is a vast network. The Internet is the global system interconnected computer networks that use the protocol to link devices. Things means important information or devices.IOT refers or used objects that is part of the internet .the most consequences of IOT is the generation of huge quantities of data.IOT is implemented for large scale data that need encoded 50 to 100 trillion data. We represent an overview of internet of things. We present a “IOT BASED TICKET CHECKING SYSTEM”. This system increasing public awareness about the changing system of infrastructure. Every human being is surrounded by 1000 to 5000 objects as per day[10]. Each of these objects are linked through a internet or network.IOT refers to a network of object. IOT is also known as a Distributed Network.IOT is the network of physical objects-devices, vehicles, buildings and other items embedded with electronics, software, sensors, and network connex that enables things to collect and exchange data[11].

- In trains, there is several people travel without purchasing the tickets.
- Due to crime like raped, train murder, chain snatching.
- To save the money. For example, manpower
- Save the time.

The Internet of Things involves an increasing number of smart interconnected devices and sensors (e.g. cameras, biometric and medical sensors) that are often non-intrusive, transparent and invisible. IOT will encourage the development of new applications such as smart cities, grids, and transportation systems. During the integration, QOS and QOE, as well as data security, privacy, and reliability, are considered as the critical concerns. The integration of cloud computing and IOT demands for high quality for these type of issues [3]. Each thing is uniquely identifiable through its embedded computing system but is able to interoperate within the existing Internet Infrastructure. Experts estimate that the IOT will consist of almost 50 billion objects by 2020[11].

![Fig-1 IOT](image)

Fig-1 describes that one actor use internet and some application to gain some knowledge and requires any new ideas.

Application

Several applications can benefit from the availability of social relationships between things interconnected to a network composed of trillions of nodes [4]. While a few interesting applications can be the increase in the number and categories of objects able to connect to the Internet [4].

In fig-2, people will be able to connect to the Internet in many ways. Today, most people connect to the Internet through some of devices such as PCs, tablets, TVs, and Smartphone’s and social networks like whatsapp, facebook, twitter, LinkedIn.
Internet
As a daily routine we called internet as a net. Net means a number of networks that connects in all over the world.

Things
Things mean an important information or data. Things are a mixture of hardware, software, etc. With IOT, devices typically gather data and stream it over the Internet to a central source, where it is analyzed and processed [12].

IOT Architecture

Layer 1, the Business layer represent all the responsibility for all layers. It represents the IOT sense and directly deal with objects. It is also called sensing layer. It defines an additional base station [5].

Layer 2, the application layer is also called transport layer. It defines “how to transfer the data over a network”.

Layer 3, the middleware layer is also called a application support layer [5], it stores analyses and processes the information related to items received from layer 2 [5]. This is the layer where the IOT runs [5].

Layer 4, the network layer is also called a gateway layer. It is used to deliver a packet from source to destination. Layer 5, the perception layer is also called a sensing layer. The perception layer can be abstracted as sensing components/nodes, actuator. Sensing components include sensors, RFID, bar code label, intelligent detection instruments and meters, etc [5].

Objectives
- Easier and safe
- IOT represent future trends for smart transportation
- Security for remove crimes.
- Representing human behavior after changing system.
- This scenario is not dependent from each other.
- Self organization.
- Freed from a big line
- Time saves

II. RELATED WORKS

Indian Railway is the largest transport all over the India. In this Indian railways have a ticket checker that is known as a palmtop. Palmtop is connected to central server. From the Palmtop TTE update the passenger’s presence in the train to central server [11].

But here we present a ticket checker System that is organized in a sleeper coach. Therefore the communication technology which is proposed to use for proper implementation of this assignment is based on that communication technology which are currently used in real time movements of trains in Satellite Imaging Rail Navigation [11].

III. PROPOSED WORK

1. We make a system that checks the ticket of passenger in trains through IOT based System.
2. After entered in train ticket is checked by a System. Or we can say that passenger give the tickets to system to entered next.
3. If anybody can not purchase ticket on tickets counter then a passengers can buy a ticket from this system.
4. So this system is safe from crime and save the time of passenger.
5. Passenger checked his/her ticket by scan the barcode of ticket into the system.
6. System is used in sleeper trains.
7. Checking In And checking Out System
8. TICKET VALIDATION: In this module where when the user buys the ticket, the source point destination geopoints, ticket type, expiry time & date.
9. TICKET BUYING

The user selects source, destination, class, no. of Adult and child tickets, ticket type like return or single etc [12].

Fig-4 describes the system to enter in the train. First of all a people checked his/her ticket by bar code if accepted the enter the next. Represent if passenger have not ticket the passenger can buy the ticket from this system.
Future opportunities and challenges
Security: IOT connects more devices and transfers the entry points for malware. Less expensive devices are more subject to tampering [6]. These challenges will become more pressing as use of the physical Web continues to grow [7]. When we apply this system in train then our world is crime free.

Actions and control
IOT provides an action to control the physical world. Many modern systems benefit from remote control because it simplifies a physical interaction design and extend capability [7].

Complexity, Confusion and Integration Issue
The IOT system with multiple platforms, numerous protocols and large numbers of APIs lacks in integration and testing which leads to confusion around evolving standards [6].

Design Smart Trains
IOT can be used to design smart trains. For example change management, security, chain snatching system.

Smart City
We don’t want to write about it this topic and there are enough articles in place to learn more about. Keeping city connected will help in many ways and make people more productive [8].

Smart Industry
It applies to all industry that exists today, you can think of a new use-case everyday to jump in Internet of Things world. It’s quite common for every industry [8].

Manageability
Easy to maintain the infrastructure.

Extensibility
New applications require only endpoints and application programming interfaces (APIs) to integrate with the existing infrastructure [2].

Flexibility
The architecture allows city managers and citizens to utilize the same services and information for their specific needs [2].

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we represent main layered architecture of IOT. We make a system that checks the ticket of passenger in trains through IOT based System. After entered in train ticket is checked by a System. We studied the entire layer that is used in IOT. This system describes the whole architecture of IOT. In fact, the most IOT architecture includes all the existing technologies that are used to make a new System.
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